The Stanford Cardiovascular Institute names new co-directors Robert Harrington, MD, and Joseph Wu, MD, PhD. These two leaders in the field of clinical cardiovascular care and research medicine replace Robert Robbins, MD, who left Stanford in November to head up the Texas Medical Center in Houston. [Full story »]

YEAR IN REVIEW: A look back at memorable stories of 2012

PATIENT STORIES
- Stanford patient Reyna Robles shares her heart health story. [Watch video »]
- Marvin Burkett talks about being diagnosed with atrial fibrillation. [Stanford experience »]
- Heart failure patient Donna Jackson was a great candidate for LVAD. [Her story »]

RESEARCH
- Cost-effectiveness of FFR-Guided PCI in patient with stable coronary disease. [Read more]
- A cure for the broken heart? Researchers awarded $20 million grant. [Stem cell research »]
- Medical therapy alone is not the answer for patients with CAD. [FAME trial »]

ABOUT CVI
- SF 49ers stop by Stanford to do some good... and judge a pushup contest! [Who won? »]
- Stanford cardiologist Michael B. Fowler, MD discusses heart failure. [Watch video »]
- Lifetime achievement award for Sharon Hunt, MD for her work in heart transplant medicine. [Watch video »]